(see Table 1 ; p ϭ 0.11, paired t test after log transform). This phenomenon, termed scalar timing or Weber's law for time, is well established in many species, including man (Gibbon, 1977; Rakitin et al., 1998) . It indicates that uncertainty about time grows proportionally with the amount of time that has elapsed.
Time Discrimination by Neurons
We measured neural activity from area LIP of two monkeys while they performed the timing task. We screened neurons using a delayed eye movement task and selected for study those neurons with persistent activity before eye movements made to a region of space, termed the response field (RF) (Barash et al., 1991; Colby et al., 1996; Gnadt and Andersen, 1988; Platt and Glimcher, 1997, 1998). For example, the neuron in Figure  2B increased its response when the monkey was instructed to make an eye movement up and to the left of fixation but not down and to the right. The modulation of neural firing was evident within 100 ms of the appearance of the target and persisted until the eye movement. This pattern of activity was common for all of the neurons in our sample ( Figure 2C ), suggesting that these neurons represent the salience of a visual target that is the object of a future eye movement (Andersen, 1997; Colby and Goldberg, 1999). Our aim was to study these neurons during the time discrimination task, in which the passage of time would serve to instruct an eye movement toward one target versus another. By tying the salience of a target to the perception of elapsed time, we hoped to observe a neural representation of elapsed time in a structure devoted to sensorimotor integration.
Fifty-four neurons were tested on the time discrimination task. On half the trials, the short-choice target was of the test cue. By the time the test cue first appeared, the response was 46.5 Ϯ 2.3 spikes/s when the short- Figure 3B ). This crisscrossed pattern of neural activity was evident across the population. Figure 3C shows the time course of activity from all 54 neurons on correct choices using both standard durations. At the beginning of the test cue period, the activity favored the short-choice target. This is remarkable because, at this point in time, the likelihood that the monkey will experience a short or long duration cue is equal. This preference for the short-choice target gradually gave way to the opposite preference for the long-choice target if the test cue was sufficiently prolonged. This change in preference from the short-to the long-choice target occurred later in the blocks of trials in which the monkey compared elapsed time to the longer standard (solid curves).
The population response also exposes the gradual change in neural activity that accompanies the passage of time. This is best supported in the portion of the graph corresponding to the longer cue durations, when the test cue exceeded the standard duration. Although all of the trials comprising this portion of the curves culminated in a long choice, there was a gradual increase or decrease in the average spike rate which accompanied the passage of time (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ7 for all four cases; weighted least squares regression). The gradual changes in activity accompanying cue durations longer than the standard cannot be attributed to changes in the monkey's behavior, but instead represent the increasing salience of the long-choice target owing to the passage of time. Figure 3D provides a closer look at the activity during the test cue period. Here we have normalized the responses to the average activity in the 200 ms epoch that immediately preceded the test cue. This maneuver all trials will end in the same long choice.
Further dissociation between the monkey's eye movechoice target was in the RF, compared to 25.5 Ϯ 1.7 ment response and elapsed time is evident on trials spikes/s when the long-choice target was in the RF when the monkey reports the wrong duration. These (spike rate Ϯ SEM, computed in 50 ms epochs). As errors occurred frequently when the cue duration was the duration of the test cue neared the standard, the similar to the standard. Figure 4 shows the neural activity difference in activity diminished and eventually reversed accompanying cue durations just shorter or just longer to favor the long-choice target. By the end of the longest than the 800 ms standard. Here we continue to use color test cue, the average response was 57.4 Ϯ 4.4 spikes/s to indicate the configuration of the choice targets while indicating errors with dashed lines (correct trials are when the long-choice target was in the RF, compared "short" in Figure 4A and "long" in Figure 4B ). Notice
The pattern of responses in Figure 4 allows us to appreciate a representation of elapsed time in a way that the configuration of choice targets dominates the pattern of response early in the test cue period-curves that is partly dissociable from the monkey's ultimate categorization and action. Consider the trials in which representing the same target configuration are near each other-whereas the actual choice dominates the the long choice target is in the neuron's RF, but the monkey chooses short. In Figure 4A these are correct responses after the test cue has been extinguished and through the delay period-curves representing the same choices, shown by the solid red curve. Although the monkey chose the target outside the RF, the response eye movement are near each other. Naturally, we wondered whether the neural responses could explain the monkey's performance on the timing task. To address this issue, we compared the responses measured when the long-choice target was in the neuron's RF to the responses measured when the shortchoice target was in the RF. The separation of these response distributions can be used to estimate how often the neuron assigns greater salience to the longchoice target. This is the probability that a pair of responses drawn from the two distributions would favor the long-choice target, which is conveniently estimated using signal detection theory (Green and Swets, 1966; Parker and Newsome, 1998) (see Experimental Procedures). We refer to this as the probability that the neuron "reports" long.
The resulting neurometric timing functions for the same example neuron are shown in Figure 5A . When the test cue was first turned on, the larger responses were associated with the short-choice target in the RF, leading to a low probability that the neuron reports long. As time elapsed, the responses began to favor the longchoice target. For trials in which the cue was shown for There was considerable curve. Again, despite the monkey's choosing the target variability in both the neural and behavioral bisection outside the RF, the response grew by 26% over the 1 points, but from experiment to experiment, there was s test cue period (CI: 11%-40%, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 ). The key no obvious relationship between neural and behavioral observation is that the response marks the passage of measurements (see Table 1 ). The lack of correlation time, reflecting the increasing salience of the longimplies that the neurons do not merely indicate the monchoice target even though the monkey does not select keys' eye movement response. this target for its eye movement response.
While the neurons in our sample furnished a reasonThe time-dependent evolution of activity during the able estimate of the standard duration, they were far test period contrasts markedly with the pattern of activless sensitive to the passage of time than the monkey. ity during the delay period after the test cue was extinFor example, the thresholds estimated from the neuroguished. The activity preceding the eye movement remetric functions in Figure 5A tendency and reveals that the neural thresholds are tion: the size of the pools (N short and N long ) and the degree to which variability is shared among the neurons (covarimore variable than those obtained behaviorally. Nonetheless, there is one important similarity between neural ance). We assumed a weak correlation between neurons with the same receptive field (r ϭ 0.15), a value that and behavioral thresholds that is worth noting. While the average ratios n / n are larger than the corresponding is common for pairs of neurons with similar response properties in visual, somatosensory, and motor cortex behavioral ratios, they too remained relatively constant across standard durations (Table 1; . Based on our experiments, we are unable to tell whether the representation of time in LIP can be used to control for behavior (see Figure 5C and Table 1 ). These estiother processes besides allocation of attention and gaze mates were obtained by comparing spike rates calcuplanning. It is possible that many association areas keep lated in epochs of 150 ms long. Higher thresholds would track of elapsed time relative to behaviorally relevant be obtained using shorter epochs (e.g., ensemble epochs, each representing its own inherent "rhythm." thresholds using 50 ms worth of spike discharge are If the representation of time in LIP can be interpreted 137 and 249 ms for the short and long standards, respecas a gradual shifting of spatial attention or motor plantively), but the correspondence between neural and bening, why conclude that time is represented at all? In havioral sensitivity remains reasonable. Interestingly, what follows, we evaluate alternative explanations for the ensemble neurometric functions lag the psychometthe data, which do not require an explicit representation ric functions by 25 and 100 ms for the short and long of time. standards, respectively (see also Figure 5B ). A lag of this magnitude is expected because of latencies in the Alternative Explanations processing of visual information related to the offset of Motor Planning the test cue. For example, consider the test cue that As exemplified in Figure 2D , many neurons in LIP rethe monkey judges as long or short with equal probabilspond during a delay period between an instruction to ity (i.e., b ). Offset of this test cue would be represented move the eyes and a go signal. Can the responses obin the brain after a short latency, that is, near the time served in the timing task be explained as a byproduct of the neural bisection point ( n ). With this caveat in mind, of oculomotor planning, without invoking a representait appears that the ensemble LIP activity can account tion of elapsed time? According to this idea, the refor both the sensitivity and accuracy of the monkeys' sponses merely represent the monkey's plan to make judgments of elapsed time.
an eye movement to the short-or long-choice target. This explanation fails to explain two observations. First, the idea predicts a correlation between neural Even if neurons were to indicate the monkey's eye movements imperfectly during the test cue period, the bisection points derived from neuron and behavior should exhibit some tendency to covary, but there is no such tendency in the data ( Figure 5B) . Second, the motor planning idea fails to explain the pattern of activity evident in the beginning of the test cue period: The activity favors the short-choice target, whereas there is an equal chance that the trial will result in an eye movement to either target. While it is true that the passage of time would be expected to promote a plan to choose the long target, so long as the test cue remains on, the answer to the question, "Which is the likely eye movement target?" should never favor the short-choice target ( Figure 7A ). It seems instead that that the activity answers the question "What time is it now?" ( Figure 7B ). LIP favors the short-choice target at the beginning of the test cue period because it is the more salient target. Attention Neurons in LIP are also thought to represent the locus of spatial attention (Bisley and Goldberg, 2003). Accordingly, the delay period activity exemplified in Figure 2D could represent a shift in spatial attention to the neuron's response field. The distinction between attention to a Figure 5B) . the brain computes elapsed time in other brain circuitry There is a version of the attention explanation that and merely transmits the decision, "short" or "long," to seems entirely compatible with our data. It is that the LIP. According to this idea, when the long-choice target monkey attends first to the short-choice target and then is in the neuron's RF, the response would remain in a gradually shifts attention to the long-choice target. At low state until sufficient time has elapsed to cause a the neural bisection point, attention is allocated equally shift in judgment to "long," at which point the response to both targets. This interpretation implies that time is would change to a high state. If such a change were to represented in LIP and suggests that at a minimum it is occur at different times on different trials, the average used to allocate spatial attention. spike rate across many trials could appear gradual (as Decision Outcome in Figure 3C ; red curves), because the mixture of low Neurons in LIP are also thought to represent the formastate and high state trials would favor the latter with tion and outcome of decisions that result in an eye movement response (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Shadlen and increasing cue duration. More direct tests using lesions and electrical stimulation dures). Our failure to detect this is probably not for lack will be required to determine whether the parietal cortex of sensitivity, since the same analysis detects a bimodal is essential for time-keeping in this context. distribution of responses in a control distribution constructed from the rates in the delay period associated 
